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independence of the student in the processing of the thesis x

fulfillment degree of the thesis goal x

work with literature, use of citation standard x
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4. Additional commentary and evaluation, questions for the defense:

The submitted bachelor's thesis corresponds to the knowledge and abilities of a 3rd year student of physiotherapy. I appreciate: the processing of 

current knowledge of physiotherapy procedures for patients after a stroke, the connection of theory and practice. I also appreciate the level of 

involvement in the patient's therapy despite the language barrier between student and patient.

I rate the stylization of the work poorly - work with tables, graphs, punctuation, which do not meet the formal requirements of a bachelor's thesis, 

unfortunately the student did not consult the work. I miss a better illustrated evaluation of the effect of the therapy.

Questions: 1. Which of the neurophysiologically based methods that you used with the patient did you find most valuable for the patient and why? 

2. You mention the use of botulinum injections, which muscle groups were they used to affect? On what principle does the use of botutoxin work? 

Did you notice any changes immediately after application? Did it affect your therapy with the patient? Were there any contraindications for rehab 

that day? 3. What physiotherapy methods would you choose in the medium term with such a patient? What would you focus on?

others

degree of evaluation

102/113
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This thesis aims to consolidate theoretical insights into ischemic stroke and present a detailed case report of a patient experiencing rightsided 

hemiparesis following an ischemic stroke in the basal ganglia
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